Make your own small mammal tunnel

You will need:

- 2-3 square-sided juice cartons
- Scissors
- Small margarine tub lid
- Bottle top
- Thin cleaning sponge
- Food colouring
- White paper
- Sellotape
- Bait - dog or cat food, peanut butter, mealworms, seed etc
- Branches, rocks and leaves

1. Cut the top and bottom off the juice cartons so that they slide together to create a tube.

2. Line the bottom with white paper and stick in place.

3. Cut a thin, clean sponge to size and place inside the margarine tub lid. Soak with food colouring and slide it to the middle of the tunnel.

4. Put bait in a bottle top, and place this on the sponge.

5. Put the tunnel along a wall, fence or hedge. Cover with rocks, leaves and branches.
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